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1: Golden Easter Egg - Wikipedia
The vanishing breed / Gretel Ehrlich --The lure of impossible places / Tim Cahill --Out of thin air / David Roberts
--Thirteen ways of looking at a void / Michael Frankel --Being the boatman / Charlie Graber --The last Cairn / Chip
Brown --The man who walked through time / Michael Shnayerson.

Tom Rogic sparks revival against Denmark to win chance to silence critics Read more The bleating and
complaining about the non-use of Cahill in Australia has been immense. His place in Australian sporting
history is already assured. The forward is 38 years old, turning 39 in less than seven months. His best days are
clearly behind him. He is five years older than skipper Mile Jedinak and six years older than Mark Milligan,
the other two veterans of the squad. Unlike Jedinak and Milligan, Cahill has barely played club football in the
past year. He has played 16 first-team games since October, for Melbourne City in the A-League and Millwall
in the English Championship, and not started any of them. As a substitute his sum total of goals is zero. His
total time on the pitch in the past season? A mere minutes. Why would Van Marwijk be any different? The
quicker and more mobile Andrew Nabbout, who can press and harry defenders does, hence his starts against
France and Denmark. To accuse Van Marwijk, a man who has coached at the elite level of European football
for more than two decades, and who led the Netherlands to the World Cup final, of footballing ignorance is
absurd. Cahill certainly does have some value as a leader, as a big-brother influence and as someone who can
help advise and assist younger teammates. And on evidence in Russia he has done just that without complaint.
And the youngest player amongst all 32 nations in Russia is Daniel Arzani. Considering Arzani has played just
24 first-team games in his whole life, all in the A-League and only four times lasted the full 90 minutes, that
may be a bridge too far. Still, his rise is nothing short of remarkable. Against Denmark he almost scored, set
up two excellent chances for teammates and skinned Pione Sisto in just a minute cameo. Already European
clubs are lining up to lure Arzani overseas. Arzani is under contract with Melbourne City, who are owned by
Manchester City for another season. As a result, Manchester may do a similar deal with Arzani as they did
with Aaron Mooy by loaning him out and then cashing in on the prodigious youngster. Fast, skilful, confident
but humble, some believe Arzani has potential to be better than former Australian golden boy Harry Kewell.
The year-old took the playmaker under his wing in the past two seasons while at Melbourne City and has
undertaken the same role in Russia. He also admits he has never had the natural abilities the year-old
possesses. Talking about his mentoring role with the current Socceroos squad last week, Cahill said: So how
now do I fuse hard work and discipline into his life? I give him no choice. Cahill may or may not see
game-time against Peru. The baton has been passed and everyone else needs to accept it.
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2: Why Cahill's Indian switch is a smart move | The World Game
The new age of adventure: ten years of great writing. The vanishing breed / Gretel Ehrlich --The lure of impossible
places / Tim Cahill --Out of thin air / David.

France v Australia So it does not surprise me at all that he is here with Australia at the age of Tim is one of
my closest friends in football and I know that, when he sets his mind on something, he is totally driven in
terms of achieving it. That determination is probably his defining characteristic as a player and a person, and it
was the thing that drew me to him from the first day I met him. When I joined Everton in , he was the first
person I really bonded with. He was a great ally for me inside the dressing room, and a great guy to be around
outside of it - we still speak regularly now. If he plays for Australia in Russia, Cahill will have featured in four
World Cups - every tournament since , when he scored the first World Cup goal in their history. Tim wants his
name to be up there with them. Can he do it? Well, with Tim, every time you think that he is done, he comes
up with something special - like he did when he proved people wrong by scoring the goals in the play-off
against Syria that got Australia to Russia. This World Cup is probably his last big tournament to produce
something like that again as a player and I just hope he gets an opportunity. Giggs, Beckham, Ronaldo,
Cantonaâ€¦ and Cahill? Media playback is not supported on this device World Cup Tim Cahill nets stunning
volley for Australia What makes Tim so special? Well, forget tricks and flicks and all that kind of business; it
is his attitude that is absolutely world-class. It is as good as the very best players I have been team-mates with.
It was the first thing that struck me when I went to Everton. There were plenty of players there with more skill,
but nobody else had the same heart as this Aussie kid. Tim wanted to be as good as he could be, and he has
gone on to have an unbelievable career that has taken him all over the world. He is a great example to young
players out there that nothing is impossible if you really set your mind to it. I love the typical Australian
approach to sport anyway, because they always seem ready to take on the world. Tim has got that in
abundance. We are both positive people and not one ounce of negativity came out of him in all the years I
played with him, from to I can imagine he will be exactly the same now in the Australia camp - he is an
inspiration, which is part of the reason he has been picked. Some players lead with their voice and what they
say. With others it is with what they do. Occasions like that are when he really came into his own and he
sucked people along with him to bring out the best in them too, which is the sign of a really good player. He
will be relishing the chance to play against the likes of Paul Pogba and Antoine Griezmann because he loves
to pit himself against the very best, and he will put in a performance too - I have no doubts about that.
Talisman, heroâ€¦ and future manager? For the younger players in their squad he is their hero, a pioneer they
can look up to and learn from. But right now he is still a player and I know what he will be thinking - yes, I
can inspire this team off the field but, when I get my chance on it, I am going to score that goal that puts me
up there with probably the greatest player of all time, Pele. At his age, you have to use all of your qualities
plus your intelligence and your experience to get an opportunity in front of goal, and then take it. If it happens,
Tim will be ready.
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Washington, D.C.: National Geographic Society, []. Status: Available Online.

Though the big brands like Nike, Adidas and Visa have all launched their World Cup ads, there have been just
a few viral campaigns on social media so far. Altogether, just 20 of the 34 commercial spots for the World
Cup have been sold. This will undoubtedly cost FIFA hundreds of million of dollars in lost revenue, which is
bad news for President Gianni Infantino, who promised member states that revenues would increase during his
term. The reason is simple: Brand Russia Russia is not an unknown quantity. What some companies may be
concerned about is how these associations could impact their brands at a local level. But with Russia, a certain
avoidance strategy might be taking place. In fact, Brazil continues to feature prominently in advertising for
this reason. However, even when a brand like Lufthansa did try to feature Russia in its World Cup
advertisement, it ran into trouble due to difficulties obtaining permission to film there. This could also be why
Visa decided to re-record some of its World Cup advertisements that contained voiceovers by Morgan
Freeman, who was recently accused by several women of inappropriate behaviour. All this said, Russia itself
is now one of the most attractive markets for many companies, largely thanks to a growing middle class with a
love for Western brands. But where some see challenges with FIFA, others see opportunity. Drinkable yoghurt
, anyone? And, of course, the brand transference from some of the highest-profile athletes on earth is hard to
ignore in markets like China, tarnished brand or not. Social and e-game influences Finally, we may also be
seeing a shift in the sport marketing world itself. Though recent sports media deals in the US, Australia and
elsewhere point to a healthy market for sports products, the peak earning for event sponsorships like the World
Cup has likely been reached. With the growing adoption of e-games and e-sports by younger sports fans, the
desire to experience big events like the World Cup or Olympics in person is diminishing. And with
micro-influencers also becoming more popular as endorsers in marketing, there is less need for brands to seek
out highly paid football stars who may make just one appearance a year in a market like Australia. If anything,
the World Cup really is a victim of its own success. Faster, higher, stronger and more expensive: So, will
major Western brands stay with the World Cup in the long term? If the World Cup is awarded to North
America, this could bring many Western brands rushing back to the tournament, willing to pay a premium for
any deal. And while a future World Cup in Australia is unlikely, perhaps one in China would be enough to
tempt local brands to cough up the money for a regional partnership.
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Tim Cahill may have played in Liverpool, New York, China and Melbourne since first leaving Millwall, but he could not
resist the lure of his old club's famous team spirit and hard graft to.

JoeMiller 13 Comments I was â€¦ envious? Envious of the degree nights? Envious of having to crawl out of a
warm bag at 4 a. Alan had just gotten back from six days on the Appalachian Trail in Virginia. Six days that
saw the first cold of the season descend, bringing with it those degree nights and daytime highs in the 20s. Six
days with snow, a foot on the trail in places, drifts of up to two-and-a-half feet. Six rare days of bona fide
winter backpacking, Southern style. His trip had the added cache of accompanying a thru-hiker down the
homestretch. Meanwhile, I spent the week here in Cary, sick, going three-on-one with the kids. An adventure
in its own right. I was desperate for adventure. Alan was desperate to get off the phone. I just finished a book
on backpacking in North Carolina. And that may be true for the Edmund Hillarys and Ernest Shackletons of
the world. But for the vast majority of the rest of us, adventure abounds. To those of us who will never
conquer a geologic feature and have it named for us, that should be enough. Cahill has had his share of
adventure over five decades of going, observing, experiencing, reporting. But then it occurred to me that this
was, in fact, the oldest site I could see from my front door, the oldest site on the mountain overlooking my
town, and the oldest site that I personally knew a great deal about. It is my personal ultimate first-American
site. Maybe not in the grand scheme of things, but certainly in my sphere of adventure. Mount Mitchell in
winter photo courtesy N.
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5: The new age of adventure : ten years of great writing / |
Personally, I found Tim Cahill's "The Lure of Impossible Places" to be quite excellent, as it really captured the spirit of
adventure and exploration. David Robert's "Out of Thin Air" was also quite interesting as well, chronicling the expedition
to Everest that discovered the remains of Mallory.

It just failed to In contrast, I suspect TC has a beard. I suspect everyone he hangs out with has unironic beards
also. He probably goes to gritty bars in small towns in Mexcio where the bartender knows him by name. He
drinks from shot glasses whatever Ernest Hemingway would have drunk. He was in Wherever, Third World
just after the revolution. He was on the last steamboat out of Wherever just before the revolution started. In
short, so much unironic manliness was a bit like taking a shot of testosterone straight to the head. Made me
wonder if I should stop reading to scratch. The irony is that sometimes TC thinks he is Bill Bryson. He knows
guys much tougher than he is and so in comparison he feels like the one falling off logs. Oh but see how tough
and manly I am because I do it all anyway. The piece on the llamas alone is worth giving it shelf space.
Tempting the glacier to ice-bomb his kayak in Glacier Bay, Alaska. Finding his snowshoes ineffective going
up the White Mountains, New Hampshire. Learning the lowriding culture of tricked out cars in LA. Killing oil
well fires in Kuwait where Iraqis had defecated in every room in the country. Sharing a campfire with
fishermen in the Sea of Cortez, Baja California. Of these and many others, Cahill gives a true sense of the
actual experience, straight from the gut, not taken too seriously. Great, great fun to read.
6: Why some Western companies are distancing themselves from the World Cup brand
I've loved every piece I've read, from Tim Cahill's "The Lure of Impossible Places" to Michael Shnayerson's "The Man
Who Walked Through Time," about Sir Wilfred Thesiger. Terry Ward Finally braving the concept of the wechseldusche
here at home (rough translation from German is 'contrast shower'), and on my own free will.

7: Cahill feeling great for Socceroos D-Day
National Geographic Adventure has published the best work by today's finest writers, and this tenth anniversary
anthology assembles an elite corps of authors that includes Sebastian Junger, Peter Matthiessen, Philip Caputo, and
two dozen others.

8: WATCH: Ryan backs Cahill to â€˜do the impossibleâ€™ â€“ again | Sporting News
Tim Brookes was a year-old Oxford student when he first succumbed to the lure of America's open road. Equipped with
a change of clothes, a cheap guitar, and the youthful wanderlust of the Easy Rider era, he spent the summer of '73
hitchhiking from the East Coast to the West Coast and back again, an exhilarating experience that ultimately led him to
leave old England to settle in New England.

9: Cahill Believes he has 3 more years â€“ I Love Theo Walcott
â™¦ Best goals of the week in real life football recreated! Tim Cahill, Bentaleb, Holebas & Muniain best goals in real life
football recreated! Best football goals recreated! Can you guess.
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